Reimagine form, function, and flexibility.

New design freedom through additive manufacturing is unlocking enhanced product performance and value.

The opportunity: Competitive advantage through new product design

Have you flown on a plane recently? 3D printing was probably the last thing on your mind as you prepared for takeoff. But for the plane’s inner workings, 3D printing may have played a critical role in making it all possible. From complex organic geometries to advanced internal structures, additive manufacturing (AM) at a production scale is revolutionizing the ways engineers view their manufacturing capabilities while providing competitive advantages in the strength, weight, and cost of what they’re producing.

Similarly, let’s say you’re a runner who logs 3 miles a day. What if you could get custom-fit shoes that cost less, are more durable, and could get you to 3.3 miles per day with the same effort? Sounds like a good deal, right? Well that’s the power of AM at a production scale. For industry leaders that are not integrating AM design capabilities into their organizations, they may soon find themselves playing catch-up.
Capturing value: Increased product performance and differentiation
In short, greater design freedom is a major driver of increased value for the enterprise. And today’s business leaders are taking advantage of three major enhancements offered through additive manufacturing capabilities.

The snowflake effect: Fully-customized products
With AM, manufacturers can produce parts that perfectly fit customer demand—with batch sizes as small as one. Because of the flexibility of 3D printing machines, manufacturers can offer a seemingly infinite product catalogue. The medical device industry is a true flag bearer—where additive manufacturing is disrupting existing value chains for everything from hearing aids and dental inserts to form-fit supports. In fact, companies are now combining 3D-scanning technology and additive manufacturing to build accurate anatomical models and personalized implants—some of which can actually stimulate bone growth. Even surgeons are embracing this technology to shorten operating room time and procedure recovery, improve product fit, and ultimately to provide better patient outcomes.

Making it better: Improved product functionality
AM design techniques such as topology optimization can be deployed to position material only where necessary for structural and functional integrity. This can reduce weight and fuel consumption, and improve operating costs—all important value drivers in industries such as aerospace and automotive. Turbine manufacturers have been using AM to continually evolve and improve turbine blades, creating hollow lattice structures and integrated connection points that wouldn’t be possible via traditional methods. This evolution in manufacturing is completely shifting the aerospace design engineering approach and growing to a similar tectonic shift in other industries.

Seeking zen: Decreased system complexity and cost
Product assemblies and sub-assemblies with dozens or even hundreds of component parts can now be consolidated into single parts—reducing weight, simplifying design process, limiting failure points, cutting assembly time, and improving durability—significantly reducing product and process complexity. Aerospace engine manufacturers have been employing this practice for years, continuing to expand engine component and fluid flow use cases to reduce components, weight, and operating costs.

The next step: Scaling additive manufacturing
All that sounds great, and we presume that you already have a team of engineers tinkering with 3D printing machines to design and prototype better, lighter, and more customized products. But you’re still a cost center, not a profit engine. And you’re under pressure to scale. If you’re facing a series of transformational challenges and aren’t sure where to start, a structured approach can help identify and close gaps across the six key capabilities below.

- **Business case development:** To present AM as a viable business alternative and capture its full value, organizations should understand cost and value dynamics across the entire value stream.
- **Digital thread:** Establishing interconnections between multiple data sources and processes is essential to successfully capture the value of AM on a large scale.
- **Quality assurance:** Validating the quality and consistency of AM production is currently one of the greatest challenges in producing more sophisticated, higher-value parts.
- **Talent development:** The more sophisticated the AM application, the greater the requirement for new competencies, skills, talent infrastructure, and workforce planning.
- **Process redesign:** Implementing AM will impact an organization’s current processes—modifying them appropriately will help ensure that AM is deployed to its full potential.
- **Organizational roles and structure definition:** Clear roles, decision rights, and policies typically need to be established for AM, potentially requiring a shift of organizational responsibilities.

To effectively scale additive manufacturing to its fullest benefit, you need the right support. Deloitte has the digital transformation experience and ecosystem capabilities necessary to help redefine your organization through additive manufacturing and understand how the technology can improve your bottom line. Give us a call to set up a workshop.